
Hurricane season is here. 
Are you prepared? 

> Security. Service. Recovery. 

Provide your 
Customers with 
Peace of Mind
Before, During
and A�er Hurricane 
Season

There’s not much you can do to match the destructive force of a hurricane, however,  
there are ways you can ensure your customers are prepared by obtaining the right 
coverage for their needs. ICAT can o�er protection and peace of mind to keep your 
customers afloat in the event of a storm. 
 

> Hurricane season runs from June 1 through November 30
> Hurricane is defined as an “intense tropical weather system with
 well-defined circulation and sustained winds of 74 mph or higher”
 according to the National Weather Service
> Hurricanes are rated according to intensity on the Sa�ir-Simpson
 Hurricane Wind Scale
> The 1-5 scale is based on the maximum sustained wind speed
> A Category 3 storm or higher is considered a major hurricane

Hurricane
Season

Facts

Atlantic Landfall Predictions: NOAA, North Carolina State University,
Tropical Storm Risk and The Weather Company are calling for a near to
above average 2017 Atlantic hurricane season.

Pacific Landfall Predictions: NOAA, Mexico’s National Meteorological
Service and AccuWeather are calling for a near to above average
2017 Pacific hurricane season. 

2017
Hurricane

Season
Predictions

The ICAT Damage Estimator uses historical damage data to estimate the 
impact that past hurricanes would have on today’s exposure. Customers 
can easily do their own damage analyses based on the expected impact
of currently active storms or based on various user-defined parameters.

The Galveston Hurricane of 1900 would have been the second most 
damaging historical storm if it were to occur today. Find out what the
#1 most damaging storm is at icatdamagaeestimator.com!   

 ICAT Damage
Estimator 

What makes ICAT
Boulder Claims 
di�erent?

Our wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Boulder 
Claims, pays claims 
quickly and fairly.

New claims can be 
reported 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.

Our team has 245 years 
combined experience, 
we’ve handled over 29 
events, managed 23,000 
claims and paid out over 
$1.05B in claims.  

Our best-in-class
customer service will be 
there with answers to 
questions when your 
customers need it most. 



Are your customers prepared 
for hurricane season? 

> Security. Service. Recovery. 

Provide your 
Customers with 
Peace of Mind
Before, During
and A�er Hurricane 
Season

It’s time to help your customers make important decisions to help keep their family, 
businesses and property safe during hurricane season. Below are some tips to help 
your customers prepare. 
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A hurricane warning is more serious. A hurricane watch means
hurricane conditions are possible within 48 hours. Stock up on supplies
and be prepared to evacuate if you are in a coastal area.

Know the
Forecast

> Create a safety plan for your home and
 business. Have an evacuation route
 and outline what you can do and
 who to call in the event of a disaster.

> Build an inventory of items in your
 house and business.

> Prepare survival kits with flashlights,
 batteries, non-perishable food items,
 water, medications, chargers, etc. 

> Perform routine maintenance and
 checks for trimmed trees, gutter
 cleaning, debris removal,
 drain clearing, etc.

> Review your insurance coverage to
 ensure you understand and are
 properly covered on all fronts in
 the event of a storm.  

What to Expect from ICAT During a Catastrophe
> During a storm, you will receive real-time updates on the icat.com Active Storms page,
 as well as email bulletins containing important storm updates. 

> ICAT relationship managers will send out all potentially impacted policies to producers
 before the storm makes landfall. 

> ICAT will keep producers and customers updated on the storm’s tracking
 via social media channels. 

> ICAT and Boulder Claims perform yearly cat simulation drills to ensure all team members
 are prepared in the event of the storm. During these drills, we test our cat plan and make
 any necessary updates. All cat simulations are treated as if they were a real event. 

Preparation
Tips

> Secure all outdoor objects or move
  them inside. If your home or business
  has storm shutters, close them or
  board up the windows with plywood. 

> If you have an emergency generator,
 make sure the fuel tank is full and
 store in a garage or shed, away from
 open flames or heat sources. 

> Elevate any valuable items on the floor
 of basements or first floors with place
 them upstairs or on higher ground.
 Place important documents in a
 waterproof container and move 
 from floor. 


